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PUBLIC MEETING
FRTDAY 8rH APRrL,zo22

GEOFF SAUNDERS WILL SPEAK ABOUT LYREBIRDS

at the CTC,58-60 lloddle Street, Robertson at 7.30pm

f,.REE ADMISSION. ALL WELCOME

GeoffSaunders has worked as a Discovery Ranger forNSWNational Parks & Wildlife Service for seven
years, based mainly at Minnamurra Rainforest and Fitzroy Falls. A keen photographer and videographer, his
work has enabled him to closely observe and record the habits of the Superb Lyrebird, from the dazzlng
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courting displays of the males to the care of females for their chicks. This presentation will include some of
his best videos, and he will share some of the insights he has gained into the lives of these rernarkable birds.
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AII INTRODUCTION TO CRYPTOGAMS
by David Mee

when r was asked to present an introduction to ;HI"H;|"'J 
-"":iffiiiffl:' 

'i#t H":f lf:
REPS and make some comments on iabeozoicand Mesozoic eras.
"Futureproofing our Gardens" at a recent WSC
.pon.or"d tunJtion in the Robertson School of ,o riehII:utTfy'T#;?:HHH},$f#:
Arts, I had to fiy and think of a topic which would and incircle the earttr in the stratosphere and jet
be a bit different to what others may talk about. streams and come back to earth anywhere in the
Seeing I had only 10 minutes allocate,d 

.to^ 
*{ world, so many of the same species can be found

section of the function, I had to make it brief and anywhere on earth. Others however may be
punchy. I asked myself what makes Robertson 

"ri"*i, to small specific areas. Not all gardlners
gardam different to most others in the Sguthgln may want these piants in their garden, but for
Highlands. The combination of the red basaltic those that do, the wonderful thingln Robertson is
soil and the wetness makes for both challenges that they come free, floating t tfr" air. The
and also interest that does not happen elsewhere. I Jup*".i arguably the world-'s best gardeners,
did some research into the botanical classification love cryptogirs, especially mosses andlerns, and
of the Cryptogams, derived from the Greek krypto oeoole travel from all over the world to see the
(secret) and gam (literally wife, by meaning here, iup*r." moss gardens. Robertson basalt rocks,
reproduction). This is the general class of *itt * assortnent of mosses and lichens growing
primitive living things which reproduce by spores, on them, look fabulous in a garden or on a wall.
including fungi, mosses, lichens, liverworts, ferns The Japanese also appreciate rocks like these.
and others. Most need abundance of yateJ to They have a single *ord ,..hibusa,,, which is used
reproduce and thrive and Robertson suits them to describe the look of age and permanence that
very well. These organisms have been great
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these plants give to a garden, making a three-year-
old garden look like it has been there for 50 years.

There are around 12,000 species of moss
known. The Robertson rain forest reserve provides
examples of moss covering many rocks, and
plants. The front cover of the REPS new book on
the rainforest plants shows a wonderful illustration
of moss covering a large vine. In Robertson, the
only thing moss needs to grow is wet shade.
However, trying to make a feature or large
expanse of it is fraught with difficulty as weeds
and grass may grow through it and spoil the effect.
Moss and kilrunr are absolutely incompatible!
Most expansive moss gardens in Japan require an
anny of maintenance volunteers on hands and
knees to pick out the grass by hand. A bonsai pot
may be enough in a small garden and then you can
collect a few different species.

The kingdom of the fungi is separate from
that of plants and is a fascinating field of study.
Robertson supports a large variety of firngi,
especially noticeable during autumn, when the
fruiting bodies appear. Please be observant of
them, but, unless you know what you are doing,
do not eat them, as they may be quite poisonous.
They are wonderfully photogenic. Lichens are
also classified as fungi, but they are different in
that they include algae which gives them the
characteristics of a plant, especially the ability to
photosynthesise sugars from sunlight. There are
many types of lichens that grow in Robertson on
trees, rocks and many other surfaces including
metal roofs, painted timber, stone etc. A large
number of distinct species occllr.

There are 3 main types or groups of lichens:
o Papery lichens. These are common in

Robertson.

o Shrubby lichens. These are also common in

Robertson.

o Crusty lichens, These cling to rocks like a coat

of paint, and are common on weather-

exposed basalt rocks in Robertson.

Lichens only grow where the air is not
polluted. The accompanying images in this article
show examples of all three types growing in my
garden.

Please note that I have not used my best
guesses of botanical names for these species as I
would be sure to get it wrong. I would love to
make contact with any member or expert who
feels confident of naming cryptogams with their
scientific names.

Ferns abound in the Robertson rainforest
environment and can spring up in gardens
unannounced. The most corlmon fern associated
with moss and lichens is the creeping fern
Pyrrosia rupestris. The accompanying images
show this fern growing through moss and lichens
on the shady parts of trees, most especially on
blackrvood wattles. Other beautiful ground ferns
are the necklace fern, the sickle fern and
Blechnums. Tree ferns abotrnd in Robertson. Take
a walk in the rainforest resen/e and see also the
wonderful climbing ferns growing up the trunks of
trees and shrubs.

Apart from many articles in Wikipedia on
the internet, the book o'Moss Gardening" by
George Schenk is highly recommended for further
reading. Published by Timber Press, it won a gold
American Horticultural Society award. Beautifully
and entertainingly written and illustrated.

Creeping fern
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Stone statue and Japanese stone lantern top covered with lichens

Necklace fern
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A shrubby lichen growing on a pine ffee trunk

A photogenic combination of cryptograms
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Pyrrosia and lichen
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A photogenic moss.

Blechnum ferns and mossy rock

Papery lichen on basalt rock
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POETRY CORNER

A poem from member Mark Turner

Lyre, Lyre
Pants on Fire

Surely you've heard
I'm a beautiful bird
I give quite a display
At romancing or play

While pretending to be
What others can't see

It's all about imagery
Assisted with mimicry

While strutting my stuff
I'm all show and puff
I've just read the blurb
They call me "Superb"!

An impersonator of repute
And a showman to boot
I could perforrn on the stage

Who will pay me a wage?

The lady I desire
Not attired with lyre
Lays an egg - just one
fuid gets the job done

Bringing up chicks
Teaching new tricks
With feathers for hire
A tully fledged liar!

But I think we're the same
You having no shame
With your fancy new dress
You're only out to impress

You might have a new suit
With many girls in pursuit
If you hope for a mating
Don't keep them awaiting

@Mark Turner 2022
Image: @ Meg Jameson
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ENTANGLED LIFE
How fungi make our worlds, change our minds,

and shape our futures

This recently published book by Merlin Sheldrake
(Vintage 2021) gives a fascinating account of the
latest research into the nature and significance of
fungi, the vast majority of species having yet to be
described. The chapter on lichens (partnerships of
fungi and algae or sometimes photosynthetic
bacteria) is of great interest as lichens are so

common in our district.
Allan Stiles

PI]BLIC MEETINGS

Friday 8'h April
Geoff Saunders will speak on Lyrebirds.

Friday 10'h June
Presentation TBA

Friday lztn August
Presentation TBA

Friday 14to October
Presentation TBA

Friday ll,th November
Annual General Meeting and presentation TBA

REPS MEMBERSHIP

Membership is from November to November. If
you are not yet a member, please consider
becoming one. The committee are hoping for as

much support as possible.

HELP CARE FOR OURNATURE RESERVE

I't Wednesday of each month from 9:30am -noon.
Meet at the South Street Carpark. Please bring
garden gloves. More volunteers would be greatly
appreciated. Everyone is welcome. It is not
necessary to stay for the full time. Please contact
M el i nda.N orton(g) environment. nsw . gov. au

at NPWS about the next working bee.

VISIT THE REPS WEBSITE
\\/\{i \\/ . reps. ol'q. a u

CONTACT REPS

Those who are interested in supporting our aims
are welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote
the preservation and enhancement of the
Robertson environment. We welcome contact with
individuals and other corlmunity groups. Further
info and subscriptions please contact:

President - Peter Glass on 4885 1921,
Vice-President - David Mee on 4885 1483

or PO Box 3045, Robertson 2577

This newsletter is named for the beautiful local
rainforest tree, Eucryphia moorei, known as

Pinkwood or Plumwood. It was named in honour
of the botanist and one-time director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Sydney, Charles Moore (1 820-
1905). The REPS logo is based on its leaves.

Readers who wish to receive this newsletter as an

attachment to emails should contact the editor.

Articles for Eucryphia may be sent to the editor,
Allan Stiles, at eucryphia(@reps.org.au .

Disclaimer.' The views expressed in Eucryphia are
not necessarily the views of the society.

Printed at the CTC, Robertson.


